Kaspersky® Hosted Security Services
KASPERSKY® HOSTED WEB SECURITY SERVICE. KASPERSKY® HOSTED EMAIL SECURITY SERVICE.

Kaspersky® Hosted Security
Services protect corporate
networks of any size from
malware and spam, ensuring
safe email and web access for
both internal and remote users.
Key benefits summary
z No operational overhead
z No capital outlay
z Predictable cost
z Substantial reduction in TCO
z Clear risk mitigation
z Users can work anywhere
z Simple policy enforcement
z Easy to manage
z Comprehensive reporting
z Business continuity

The hidden costs
of malware and spam
The danger of a major interruption to
business from malware and spam is
self-evident. But these threats can
also affect your business in less
obvious ways. While an isolated
incident may be no more than an
inconvenience, the cost in lost
productivity soon mounts up.
As an example, imagine an
organisation with 50 employees, each
suffering just 15 minutes’ lost
productivity a day. Staff overheads
alone would soon run into many
thousands of pounds. In such a
scenario, full email and web protection
from KHSS would pay for itself in
around ten days.

With Kaspersky Hosted Security Services (KHSS), your system is looked after by security
experts 24x7, allowing your own IT staff to concentrate on core business operations and
projects. KHSS delivers simple, rapid and immediate deployment and protection.
No operational overhead or capital outlay
KHSS requires no hardware, no internal management resource, and no maintenance or
upgrades to related hardware or anti-virus software. Even your energy consumption is
reduced. Email disaster recovery is automatically taken care of, and there’s instant
scalability when adding new users.
Deploying Kaspersky Hosted Web Security Service requires only a simple configuration
change to the proxy server on your internet gateway. Kaspersky Hosted Email Security
Service needs just a straightforward modification to your MX record in the DNS.
Substantial, measurable reduction in TCO
Because KHSS is provided as a contracted service based on a per user per annum
basis, it’s easy to budget for predicted costs and to see the savings being realised.
Our customers typically report a reduction in expenditure of 30% or more from KHSS,
compared with traditional in-house security solutions.
Clear risk mitigation backed with a strong SLA
KHSS is a technically superior solution to traditional IT security, because it actually
prevents malicious content from reaching your corporate network in the first place. Even
if a remote machine is used with another network, once reconnected KHSS scans
outgoing HTTP/FTP traffic to detect traces of spyware and to prevent data leaks,
enabling infected devices to be reliably identified.
See over for more...

With KHSS all content is scanned in real time – not simply checked against bad URLs
– using a purpose-designed, fast and resilient threat management infrastructure.
There’s no time lag in deploying updates, as new threats are dealt with and anticipated
immediately (Kaspersky Lab is consistently and independently rated No 1 for threat
detection and for providing the industry’s fastest outbreak response time, while the
Kaspersky BitHunt component of KHSS provides predictive, zero-hour protection).
Our SLA offers 99.999% availability with optimal connectivity and automated
DR/backup as standard, and the service is agnostic of platform or email system.
Simple policy enforcement and access control
KHSS can be used to create rules for internet usage, to prevent specific file types and
content from being downloaded or accessed. The Anywhere+ component applies your
acceptable usage policies to remote and roaming users anywhere in the world, across
all devices. Non-business related web sites can be blocked during hours of your choice
to ensure policy adherence.
Comprehensive reporting
Granular reports are available on demand or can be scheduled for delivery by email.
Detailed log files enable comprehensive ongoing monitoring.

Find out more
Your business could benefit from
trading up to Kaspersky Lab. We’d be
delighted to discuss your requirements
or answer questions about our
solutions and how they can provide
better protection and support at an
extremely competitive price. We can
also give you details of our competitor
upgrade deals, and talk you through
the product options that are best
suited to your business.
Call one of our product specialists
today on 0871 789 1631, or email us
at sales@kaspersky.co.uk. For an
evaluation of our hosted security
solutions visit www.kaspersky.co.uk/
hosted_security_trial_request

Business continuity
Incoming traffic is reduced by Kaspersky Hosted Email Security Service, with unwanted
email automatically quarantined (and available for inspection) on our system.
Kaspersky Hosted Email Security Service also prevents customer email servers from
becoming overloaded, even during denial of service attacks. If your own mail server
cannot accept emails, the service will periodically attempt redelivery. Stored email can
be viewed using the secure web portal.
24x7 support
KHSS is managed by Kaspersky experts night and day. Although the service is simple
to administer through our online portal, help is only ever a phone call away.

KHSS components
Kaspersky Hosted Web Security Service
scans all web traffic in real time and
enforces company policy to protect users and employers. It scans for malicious
content, malware and spyware, prior to reaching the user; the
Anywhere+ Service
extends security to cover roaming users, and also encrypts traffic to prevent
eavesdropping when outside the office.
Kaspersky Hosted Email Security Service
provides full protection against
malware and malicious code, along with effective spam identification. As a hosted
service, no client side updates, hardware or software are required. Services are
simply administered and reported on using a single, secure web-based portal.
Service comparison

Kaspersky Hosted
Email Security

Kaspersky Hosted
Web Security

Protection against spam
Protection against SMTP malware

Kaspersky Hosted
Combined Service

About Kaspersky Lab
Kaspersky Lab delivers the world’s
most immediate protection against IT
security threats including viruses,
spyware, crimeware, hackers,
phishing, and spam. Kaspersky Lab
products provide superior detection
rates and the industry’s fastest
outbreak response time for small and
medium businesses, large enterprises
and the mobile computing
environment. Kaspersky Lab
technology is also used worldwide
inside the products and services of
the industry’s leading IT security
solution providers. Learn more at
www.kaspersky.co.uk . For the latest
on antivirus, anti-spyware, anti-spam
and other IT security issues and
trends, visit www.viruslist.com .
Our client portfolio includes:
Airbus
BBC Worldwide
Department for Transport
Hyder Consulting
ING Direct
Manchester City Council
MoneySupermarket.com
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